Microfiber PreTreat System™

Pick up germs and soil better than any other product with our patented system of products and Trio-Split Technology™ i-fiber®.

Use the powerful built-in eTROWEL® black-light to check your work for germs that may have been left behind.

PreTreat our intelligent i-fiber® products with our EPA registered disinfecting cleaner that kills 99.9% germs and leaves a safe surface.

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE KIT?

1. eTROWEL™ Black-light Powered Pocket Trowel
   Patented pocket system with flexible backing allows consistent cleaning pressure of flat and curved surfaces. Easy pad removal without touching soiled pad, built-in scraper and color coded handles. (#eTROWELb) Qty 1.

2. eWAVE TRIO Split™ i-fiber® Pad
   Intelligent i-fiber® pad Trio-Split Technology™ patented product with pocket system and mesh backing allows for easy PreTreating disinfectant and assurance of removing germs during laundering. (#ETROWELPAD B/R/G/Y) Qty 12, colors and type can vary.

3. eDOUBLE™ Two-Sided i-fiber® Cleaning Cloth
   Intelligent i-fiber® cleaning cloth. Easily PreTreat this cloth, with 400 gram general purpose cleaning gray i-fiber® on one side and non-streaking green window i-fiber® on the other. (#eDOUBLE B/R/G/Y) Qty 24, colors and type can vary.

4. PTMINI PreTreat Bucket
   3.5 gallon bucket with sealing lid. Holds necessary eDOUBLE® Cloth and eTROWEL® Pads to disinfect. (#PTMINI B/R/GN/GY) Qty 1, color.

5. Dilution Mixing Bucket
   Easily dilute the i-fiber® Trio-Split Technology™ with water and/or your desired disinfecting cleaning solution. (ANTA125 B/R/G/Y) Qty 1 color.

Note: May substitute other i-fiber® color & types in this kit.
How to PreTreat i-fiber®

1. Place Cloths and Pads into Bucket
   Place qty 24 eDOUBLE™ Cloths in the bucket. Then, lay qty 12 eTROWEL™ Pads (mesh side up) on top of the cloths.
   Note: May substitute other i-fiber® color & types in this kit.

2. Fill Dilution Mixing Bucket
   Fill to the 36 mark (24 cloth+12 pads) of the eTROWEL® (right side column) with your desired disinfecting cleaning solution. Remember that i-fiber® reduces bacteria to 99.9% by itself with just water.

3. Mix Solution with i-fiber
   Pour all of the solution evenly over the top of the i-fiber products.

4. Seal the Bucket and Flip Over
   Place the lid tightly onto your PreTreat Bucket and turn the bucket over for 1 minute. This allows the solution to soak through and charge the cloths and pads. Then, turn the bucket right-side up.

Now you are ready to clean!

Note: This quick PreTreat method is used without the dilution bucket utilized in commercial applications.